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INTERZUM Cologne, 21. – 24. May 2019

Creativity in the spa: Homapal develops comprehensive system for
bathroom & wellness
Now including a new system for styling bathrooms, spa facilities and wellness centres, Homapal is
expanding its range of expertise in creating interiors with a focus on discerning design. Light weight
and size make the waterproof „Aquaris“ boards predestined for spaces which have previously been
taboo for carpenters and joiners in particular. They give fabricators a bathroom board that can be
machined using standard tools while providing scope for creativity with an individual stamp. The
„Homapal Aquaris Spa System“ is making its debut at the interzum trade fair from 21 to 24 May 2019.
The new interior styling system for bathrooms, spas and wellness is distinguished by the playful, creative
versatility with which it can be used. With „Aquaris“, varied functionality and discerning aesthetic appeal go
hand in hand: lightweight yet dimensionally stable and sturdy on the one hand, authentic, full of expression and
light-fast on the other.
The decors, whether marble, granite, quartz, wood or metal, reflect contemporary design trends and bring highquality, natural-looking materials to spaces on an affordable basis. Impressions of authenticity are produced by
the balanced interplay of looks and tactile surface. Seven different finishes ensure that what you see is also
what you can feel.
All decors can be combined and blend in with the colour system of the door express collection as well as the
„Infiniti“ anti-fingerprint surface finish. Digital print motifs provide the key to conjuring an ambience that speaks a
mood of individuality.
Quick solution in new build or refurbishment
Measuring only 7.4 mm thick and available in two large panel formats (3030 x 1280 mm and, for a selection of
decors, in 2330 x 1280 mm), the slim-line element can be machined with standard tools. Tongue and grooved
on the long side, the „Aquaris Spa System“ is simply glued to almost any existing substrate surface in situ
without significant drying and waiting times. This also makes the new system a cost-effective alternative to
tiling.
The „Aquaris Spa System“ is complemented by a set comprising shower element in matching board finish,
adhesive as well as profiles in stainless-steel look. The system is quickly fitted while producing hardly any dirt –
a key economic aspect; this means that rooms are soon ready for use again when refurbishing residential
buildings, hotels, old people’s homes and public facilities. Covering a large area, involving hardly any joints and
hygienic, the „Aquaris Spa System“ also comes with a low-maintenance surface.

Caption 1: Now including a new system for styling bathrooms, spa facilities and
wellness centres, Homapal is expanding its range of expertise in creating
interiors with a focus on discerning design. Photo: Homapal
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Caption 2: Tongue and grooved on the long side, the "Aquaris Spa System" is
simply glued to almost any existing substrate surface in situ without significant
drying and waiting times. This also makes the new system a cost-effective
alternative to tiling. Photo: Homapal

Caption 3: Impressions of authenticity are produced by the balanced interplay of
looks and tactile surface. Seven different finishes, here the timeless and elegant
matt, ensure that what you see you can also feel. Photo: Homapal

Homapal
Homapal GmbH, with approximately 90 employees, produces and sells laminates with special
surfaces of real metal and magnetic boards at its facility in Herzberg, Germany. In the Germanspeaking region, the focus is on high quality decorative interior design. With its product range, this
manufacturer is an appealing choice for trade fair, shop fitting and furniture builders. Homapal
products are ideal for use in shops, hotels, doctors' surgeries, on cruise ships, in bars, restaurants
and clubs - wherever surfaces are to be refined with elegant surfaces. Homapal is a part of the
Formica group based in Cincinnati, USA, and owns exclusive sales and marketing rights for
Formica products in Germany, Austria and Switzerland.
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